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Abstract: Person re-identification has been a hot research issues in the field of computer vision. In recent years, with the maturity
of the theory, a large number of excellent methods have been proposed. However, large-scale data sets and huge networks make
training a time-consuming process. At the same time, the parameters and their values generated during the training process also
take up a lot of computer resources. Therefore, we apply distributed cloud computing method to perform person re-identification
task. Using distributed data storage method, pedestrian data sets and parameters are stored in cloud nodes. To speed up
operational efficiency and increase fault tolerance, we add data redundancy mechanism to copy and store data blocks to different
nodes, and we propose a hash loop optimization algorithm to optimize the data distribution process. Moreover, we assign
different layers of the re-identification network to different nodes to complete the training in the way of model parallelism. By
comparing and analyzing the accuracy and operation speed of the distributed model on the video-based dataset MARS, the results
show that our distributed model has a faster training speed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a product of the development of Internet
information technology and information service requirements. It
is a scalable distributed parallel computing framework and a
platform for storing large-scale data sets. Because of its powerful
computing power, cloud computing has important applications of
the Internet of Things, big data, and artificial intelligence [1]. The
technology is mainly reflected on the following characteristics:
First, its resource library is open and transparent. Second, there is
no restriction, and it can serve every industry, and each industry can
choose its own calculation model according to its actual situation.
Third, it is easy to obtain data resources, which can save users a lot
of time. Fourth, the service method is more flexible and can meet
the actual needs of different customers to the greatest extent. The
two core functions of cloud computing are distributed storage and
distributed computing, which can conveniently and quickly store
and process massive amounts of data [2]–[4].

Therefore, in the past research, it is popular to apply cloud
computing to image-based tasks, which need to process massive
images. Wang et al. [5] developed a cloud-based image analysis
toolbox that can provide easy access to the development tools of the
past decade for a wide user base. The project focuses on the
integration of various software components, such as workflow
management framework, various image analysis components, and
interactive image visualization components. The author utilizes
various frameworks of data-intensive computing and seamlessly

integrates them into a cloud-based service platform to deploy
various applications.

Remote sensing processing usually involves a large amount of
data. It requires a distributed computing infrastructure to manage
big data sets because the amount of data is not suitable for
centralized storage computers [6]. Kang et al. [7] developed mobile
applications in the field of remote sensing, using the advantages of
cloud computing for satellite image processing. The result showed
that using cloud computing devices in mobile devices can share
geographic data among various devices, regardless of time or
location. Lage-Freitas et al. [8] introduced a cloud computing
method that automatically deploys worker in the cloud. Cloud
computing functions include the deployment of workers/master
distributed programming models through the use of virtualization
technologies (such as virtual machines and containers). So that
remote sensing data processing is achieved by assigning tasks to
workers who store data. Zou [9] proposed a high-throughput cloud
computing interface and integrated disaster rapid cloud platform
design. The platform provides a solution for the access and
integration of distributed remote sensing data, automatic and fast
remote sensing data processing through effective massive data
management, and distributed parallel computing, thus enabling
dynamic disaster detection within a region or country.

With the explosive growth of medical multimedia data onto
hospital information systems, an efficient access is needed to
support large-scale medical multimedia data access. The applica-
tion of cloud computing to medical image retrieval is a popular
trend in recent years. Zhuang et al. [10] proposed an effective and
powerful content-based large-scale medical image retrieval method
in mobile cloud computing environment. The entire query processCorresponding author: Guanqiu Qi (e-mail: qig@buffalostate.edu).
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includes, when clinical users submit query images, parallel image
set reduction processing is performed at the master node, and then
the candidate images are transferred to the slave nodes for refine-
ment processing to obtain an answer set, and the answer set is
finally transferred to the query node. The proposed method includ-
ing the robust image blocks transmission scheme based on priority
is specifically designed to solve the instability and heterogeneity in
the mobile cloud environment. Compared with medical images
detection tasks, medical image registration tasks are more compli-
cated. Combining the traditional multiobjective optimization algo-
rithm with big data analysis, a multiobjective artificial bee colony
multiobjective optimization algorithm based on clustering calcula-
tion is proposed, which can accelerate the speed of solving complex
problems on the Spark platform [11].

Due to the diversity of food and the influence of color, light,
and perspective on food images. Food image recognition is inher-
ently challenging, which is a computationally intensive task. Wang
et al. [12] proposed a MapReduce programming model for food
feature matching algorithm. Applying cloud computing to food
image recognition tasks, this paper first extracts scale-invariant
feature transform (SIFT) and Gabor descriptors of food images
from food training images, and then uses K-means training to
obtain the set of cluster centers as word packets. To realize
recognition of a smartphone, the system is deployed using the
Hadoop architecture. The Hadoop clusters consists of three com-
puters, one of which is the master computer, and the other two are
slave computers. When the amount of data reaches a certain level,
Hadoop data processing efficiency can bring huge benefits. This
method solves the bottleneck of processing a large number of
concurrent images on mobile devices.

The above work is to use cloud-based technology to solve the
problems of huge data volume and high real-time requirements in
image-based recognition tasks in various fields. Inspired by above
work, this paper considers the characteristics of cloud computing
technology, such as strong processing power, rapid transmission,
and large storage space [13] [14]. Using cloud computing technol-
ogy can establish a good platform for pedestrian re-identification
(Re-ID) tasks, effectively make up for the shortcomings of the
management and processing of a large number of pedestrian image
data in the real environment.

In this paper, different from the previous person Re-ID algo-
rithm, which only focuses on recognition accuracy, we pay more
attention to data storage and processing of large amounts of data
frommultiple cameras in actual situations. Based on the research of
cloud computing distributed storage and distributed processing,
combining with the actual application background in person Re-ID,
we propose a new distributed cloud computing video person Re-ID
algorithm. It is used to solve the problem of pedestrian multicamera
big data collection, storage, and scalability in real environment. By
analyzing the demand and actual situation of the real video
surveillance system, the video surveillance system under the entire
cloud architecture adopts a distributed structure to support the
application of multilevel subcontrol points, and the network adopts
a modular design. First, through the unified video surveillance
system platform, the video surveillance signals in the actual
environment are connected to the same network, and the video
data are transmitted to the data nodes in the cloud database in the
form of data blocks. Subsequently, the Re-ID network is hierar-
chically divided in a model-parallel manner, and then deployed to
different cloud nodes. During Re-ID model training, a node
deployed with a network model initiates a request to a data
node, and then updates the generated parameters to the data

node. Pedestrian data blocks and parameters are transmitted and
interacted between nodes in the cloud. The distributed cloud
computing method significantly improves the training speed of
the network, allowing rapid training of huge models and data sets.
This paper contains the following three contributions:

(1) To the best of our knowledge, in person Re-ID tasks, little
attention is paid to the distributed computing of the network.
The distributed cloud computing method that we proposed
significantly improves the training speed and increases the
error tolerance rate of the data.

(2) Considering the large amount of pedestrian data and many
parameters, a distributed storage method in the cloud is
proposed. We introduce a data redundancy mechanism to
copy and store data, and adopt a hash cycle to optimize the
storage path to achieve rapid data transmission.

(3) Re-ID networks mostly show the characteristics of huge
models and deep network layers, which makes it impossible
for a single computer to calculate or training takes a long
time. We use the model parallel method to divide the
network. Through parallel calculation, the training speed
of the network is greatly improved.

II. RELATED WORK
As one of the most challenging problems in the field of surveillance
video analysis, the research on person Re-ID has achieved
advanced results and excellent recognition accuracy. The core
issue of person Re-ID is to find the occurrence of a query person
(probe) from a set of candidate persons (gallery), where the probe
and the gallery are captured from different nonoverlapping camera
views. However, due to huge camera network and pedestrian image
data set in the real open environment, the deployment of the camera
in the real environment is very cumbersome, and the cameras are
not connected together, and multiple subcontrol rooms are required
to store massive data. Therefore, it is a challenging task to directly
use the network model of pedestrian Re-ID for pedestrian Re-ID
tasks with huge data volume.

In this section, we will briefly outline the methods of person
Re-ID and introduce the related work of using spatial-temporal
information for Re-ID.

A. SUPERVISED RE-ID

Supervised person Re-ID refers to the use of labeled pedestrian data
sets for training and testing [15]. Existing supervised methods have
achieved high accuracy in Re-ID task. Representation learning and
metric learning are the most commonly used methods in supervised
Re-ID. Representation learning mainly includes the appearance
features of pedestrians and the features of latent semantic com-
ponents (head, front, and back). For the learning of appearance
features, for example, Sun et al. [16] proposed a local-based
convolutional baseline network, which divides the input pedestrian
image into six parts through a partition strategy, and then obtains
six local features through deep convolution vector. Finally, the six
feature vectors are connected with a fully connected layer to predict
pedestrian ID. At the same time, the author considers that when the
image is partitioned, different semantic information may appear
because of the misalignment. Therefore, a local refinement pool is
proposed, and a penalty mechanism is used to correct the deviation
from the correct partition. For the potential semantic components,
Su et al. [17] proposed the idea of using the key points of pedestrian
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poses to segment the image and weight the different body blocks to
enhance the detailed features. This method first uses the pose
estimation algorithm to obtain the position of the joint points of
the human body, then uses the joint points to locate the images of
different human body parts, and then embeds the body part image
input Feature Embedding SubNet to obtain the normalized body
part features. Then, the complete pedestrian image and the nor-
malized body parts image are sent to the convolutional neural
network (CNN) network together to obtain global features and
local features. Finally, the body features are weighted by Weight-
ing SubNets, and then fed into Softmax loss jointly with the global
features. Inspired by the posture guidance mechanism, Zhu et al.
[18] introduced a human posture migration algorithm. Given a
condition image, the author used a pose estimation algorithm to
extract the existing pose and target pose in the picture. Then, the
proposed progressive gesture attention transfer model is used to
generate pedestrian images including target pose, so as to achieve
the purpose of enlarging the sample. One of the above two methods
focuses on learning the correspondence between the color and
texture distribution of different person images but ignores the
correspondence between semantic components. The other empha-
sizes the semantic component learning and ignores the correspond-
ing color texture. Therefore, Mao et al. [19] proposed a network
called Multi-Channel deep convolutional Pyramid Person Match-
ing Network (MC-PPMN). It learns the corresponding representa-
tion from the semantic components and color texture distribution.
The proposed framework uses a pyramid matching module of
hollow convolution to solve the alignment problem. To establish
the correspondence between color texture distributions, deep color
texture distribution representation learning based on convolutional
neural networks is introduced. Two pyramid matching modules are
used to learn the relationship between the color texture distribution
and semantic components of the picture, and output the corre-
sponding representation. Finally, the two fully connected layers are
used to fuse the corresponding representation, and softmax is used
to predict the probability that the image pair is the same person.
Different from representation learning, metric learning aims to
learn the similarity of two pictures through the network. On the
issue of Re-ID, it is specifically explained that the similarity of
different pictures of the same pedestrian is greater than that of
different pictures of different pedestrians. Finally, the loss function
of the network makes the distance of the same pedestrian pictures
as small as possible, and the distance of different pedestrian
pictures as large as possible. Commonly used metric learning
loss methods include contrastive loss [20], triplet loss [21]–[23],
quadruplet loss [24], triplet hard loss with batch hard mining
(TriHard loss), and margin sample mining loss.

In general, supervised person Re-ID is mainly divided into
representation learning and metric learning. The effect of super-
vised methods can be improved by adding attention mechanism or
using GAN method to expand the data set. However, when
supervised model is applied to other data sets, the performance
tends to be greatly reduced, and it is unrealistic to label the data in
large data sets in the real environment.

B. UNSUPERVISED RE-ID

To improve the effectiveness of the Re-ID algorithm on large-scale
unlabeled data sets, some unsupervised Re-ID methods were
proposed [25]–[29] to learn cross-view identity specific informa-
tion from unlabeled data sets. However, due to the lack of inform-
ation about identity labels, the performance of these unsupervised

methods is usually much weaker compared with supervised meth-
ods. Yu et al. [29] to solve the problem of lack of pairwise label
guidance in unsupervised Re-ID, compare unlabeled pedestrians
with reference pedestrians in the auxiliary domain to learn a soft
multilabel. The idea is to compare each unlabeled pedestrian image
with a labeled reference image to obtain a soft multilabel for the
unlabeled image. In addition, the author proposed soft-multilabel-
guided hard negative mining that learns discriminative feature
embedding for the unlabel target domain pairs through the consis-
tency of the visual features of the unlabel target domain pairs and
the soft multilabel. That is, using soft multilabel to distinguish
visually similar but different unlabeled persons. Lin et al. [30]
proposed a bottom-up clustering framework that maximizes the
diversity of different pedestrians while maintaining the similarity
between pedestrians of the same identity. The author used repelled
loss to directly optimize the cosine distance between samples or
clusters to optimize models without labels can maximize the
diversity between different classes and maximize the similarity
of each cluster or sample. So that diversity normalization can
balance the number of clusters in each cluster, making the cluster-
ing result closer to the true distribution. UMDL [31] uses the
dictionary-learning mechanism to transfer the invariant represen-
tation of the human appearance from the source-labeled data set to
the unlabeled target data sets and obtain better performance. An
image style migration algorithm was proposed [32], which trans-
fers the source domain image to the target domain style in an
unsupervised manner, uses SPGAN to improve performance, and
keeps the ID information unchanged during the migration process.
The algorithm is mainly divided into two steps. In the first step, the
generator function G(*) learned by Cycle GAN is used to transfer
the source domain image S to the target domain T style, and the
G(S) training set is obtained. In the second step, the obtained G(S)
is an image with the target domain imaging style, and the ID is
consistent with the source domain, so the converted image can be
used together for supervised Re-ID feature learning.

The above unsupervised Re-ID algorithm can be summarized
into two ideas. One is to convert the image in the source domain to
an image in the target domain style, and to transfer the image style
of the pedestrian, so as to improve the recognition accuracy. The
other is to use the idea of unsupervised clustering, using pseudo-
tags to maximize the similarity between pedestrians of the same
identity, and maximize the difference between different classes.
However, there is still a large gap in accuracy between the above
unsupervised algorithm and the supervised algorithm.

C. VIDEO-BASED PERSON RE-ID

In addition to image-based Re-ID methods, video-based Re-ID
methods have also received more and more attention. For the first
time, deep learning is used to solve the video-based Re-ID task
[33]. The author proposed a new recurrent neural network archi-
tecture that uses the Siamese Network and combines a recursive
and appearance data time pool to learn the feature representation of
each pedestrian in the video sequence. Because the available video
sequences are noisy, that is, with arbitrary sequence duration and
start/end frames, each image sequence has unknown camera
viewpoint changes and may have incomplete frames due to occlu-
sion. Wang et al. [34] proposed a model that can automatically
select more discriminative video clips. The model is formulated
using a multiinstance ranking strategy for extracting more reliable
spatiotemporal features from nonoverlapping cameras and learning
cross-view matching through ranking. At the same time, the author
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introduced a new image sequence-based human Re-ID data set,
called iLIDS-VID, which is extracted from the i-LIDS multicamera
tracking scene. To extract more spatio-temporal information to
solve occlusion and complex background interference, You et al.
[35] used the HOG3D descriptor to extract spatio-temporal infor-
mation in the video. The HOG3D features include spatial gradient
information and temporal dynamic information. For the extraction
of appearance features, color histograms and local binary pattern
(LBP) features are used. To obtain stable feature information, the
author performed average pooling on the color histograms and LBP
features of individual pedestrians in the video. And proposed top-
push distance learning distance metric learning method, like many
methods in recent years, is also based on Mahalanobis distance
learning. This metric learning can increase the difference between
interclasses and reduce the difference between intraclasses to
improve matching accuracy. In recent years, some other methods
[36]–[39] have been proposed to predict the quality score of local
video frames. Liu et al. [36] proposed a simple network, that is, it
adding a branch of quality score to the usual recognition network,
and aggregating the multiframe information in the video into an
optimal feature, which simplifies the complexity of the video
recognition process. Due to the low resolution of most sequence
images, the key points of human body are usually not accurate
enough. By calculating the distribution of key points of the entire
data set, a fixed three local regions are obtained, and then the three
regions are scored, and finally the features and scores are fused by
the set aggregation unit to obtain the final features [37]. To
effectively extract useful information in all frames. The network
introduced in [38] learns multiple spatial partial attention models
and uses a diversity regularization term to ensure that multiple
partial attention models focus on different parts of the body. In
practical applications, each pedestrian is a sequence under the

camera, and the video-based pedestrian re-recognition method can
extract more abundant spatial and temporal information.

Different from the above methods, this paper aims to improve
the representation of video sequences by mining spatio-temporal
information in low- and high-level features. Therefore, we
introduce the nonlocal attention mechanism into the CNN network
to obtain a long-term representation. The nonlocal attention
mechanism incorporates global sequence information into local
features to enrich local features. By introducing the nonlocal
attention mechanism into different feature levels to explore the
sequence space and time diversity, and then change its feature
representation.

III. METHOD
As shown in Fig. 1, it is a distributed cloud computing framework,
which is a three-tier network architecture.

At the top is a remote cloud composed of cloud service
providers. The cloud is used to store the pedestrian data captured
by the camera, and the parameters generated during the training
process. The pedestrian data increase linearly with the accumula-
tion of time and the number of cameras, so the amount of these data
will be so large that it is only suitable for storage in the cloud. At the
same time, the network is hierarchically divided in a model-parallel
manner and deployed to different training units to increase the
training speed of the model.

The second layer is the wide area network (WAN) layer, which
uses the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the Internet
Protocol (IP) protocol to upload the camera data stream directly to
the cloud server and store it through the network interface. In
addition, a computing layer can be added to improve the perfor-
mance [39]. Through this layer, clients can access cloud data.

Fig. 1. Distributed cloud computing Re-ID system.
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The third layer is the terminal device layer, which is divided
into a front-end camera system and a back-end user operating
system. The front-end camera system compresses and decodes the
captured pedestrian video and transmits it to the wide area network
through the network interface. The back-end user operating system
operates on the data stored in the cloud.

A. DISTRIBUTED DATA STORAGE

The video-based Re-ID network has excellent performance in Re-
ID accuracy because it can fully excavate pedestrian’s spatio-
temporal information. However, in a real environment, the high
amount of data and calculations it brings will cause a long training
time and consume a lot of computer resources. The two cores of
cloud computing are distributed storage and distributed computing.
Faced with the need for batch processing of massive pedestrian
video data, we use distributed storage to store pedestrian data and
client access information in nodes in the cloud.

We cut the input pedestrian data set into different small blocks
and store them on different machine nodes, so that we can break
through the upper limit of the storage capacity of a single machine.
Cloud nodes are divided into master nodes and slave nodes. The
master node is also called the name node, which is equivalent to
the data directory and is responsible for the metadata storage of the
entire storage system. The slave node is the data node, which is
responsible for storing data. When a new data node is added to the
cloud cluster, the data node will directly report to the name node,
which data blocks are saved in its own node. As the name node of
the housekeeper node, it will automatically construct a list to record
the distribution of data blocks.

1) DATA REDUNDANCY PRESERVATION MECHANISM. In the
cloud server, each data block will be saved redundantly. We set the
redundancy factor to 3, and setting it too large will cause excessive
server overhead. The use of data redundancy storage can speed up
the data transmission speed because the use of data redundancy
mechanism can allow the same data block to be called at the same
time, thereby avoiding the congestion during the data block access
process. In addition, the data redundancy mechanism allows easy
checking of data errors because if they are backed up to each other,
they can be cross-referenced. When an error occurs in one copy,
you can refer to it by checking the other copy. Finally, the data
redundancy mechanism can ensure the reliability of the data. When
a copy has an error, there are other copies that can be used. When

the cloud detects an error in a copy, it will automatically copy the
copy, so that the number of copies in the cloud will be restored to
the set value. In other words, once the redundant copy is lower than
the user set value, once detected, it will automatically copy to
generate a new copy until it reaches the set number.

2) DATA DISTRIBUTED STORAGE AND READ–WRITE
STRATEGY. The data storage is shown in Fig. 2(a).

When a block enters the cloud, the first copy of the block is
placed on the data node where the user uploaded the file. If a node
outside the cloud cluster initiates a write data request, the first copy
will randomly select a node with a disk that is not full, and the CPU
is not too busy to place it. The second copy is placed on a node in a
different rack than the first copy. The third copy is placed on
another node in the same rack as the first copy. If there are more
copies, a random algorithm is used.

For data reading, a basic principle is to read nearby because the
network overhead of reading nearby is the smallest. An application
programming interface (API) is provided in the cloud server. This
API can know the rack ID to which a data node belongs. After the
rack ID is calculated, if the ID is the same, it means that the data
node is in the same rack. Because the internal bandwidth of the rack
is very high, the communication is fast, and the cost is small, it can
be transmitted nearby. The client can also call the API to obtain the
rack ID to which it belongs. When the client reads the data, it
obtains a list of storage locations for different copies from the name
node. The list shows the data node where the copy is located. Then,
call the API to determine the rack ID to which the client and these
data nodes belong. When it is found that the rack ID corresponding
to a copy of a data block is the same as the rack ID corresponding to
the client, the copy is first selected to read the data. If it is not found,
a copy is randomly selected for reading.

3) DATA STORAGE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM. From the
above data distributed storage and near reading strategy, we can
know how to optimize the data distribution to ensure that it can
achieve near reading, which has a direct and huge impact on the data
call. Therefore, high-performance, low-maintenance hashing algo-
rithms can be used to optimize data distributed storage strategies,map
and store related data to the same rack, and reduce communication
costs. And the data access information is summarized to facilitate
subsequent query and analysis of the data access information.

The schematic diagram of the hash algorithm is shown in
Fig. 2(b), and it is divided into four parts: module W, module X,

Fig. 2. Data distributed storage and optimization strategy.
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module Y, and module Z, which correspond to DataNode1,
DataNode3, DataNode5, and DataNode7, respectively. The loop
of the hash algorithm is completed by calculating the hash value.
Through the hash loop algorithm, the data distribution and storage
strategy can be optimized. The specific optimization steps are as
follows: First, the correlation of the data access information and the
number of redundant copies need to be set. The calculation formula
of the correlation of the data access information is

θ =
P

n
i=1 xi � a
n2 þ 1

, (1)

where θ represents the correlation between data access information
and a represents the number of redundant copies set, we set a = 3.

Second, we calculate the hash values in the cloud cluster one
by one and configure them as the interval of the hash cycle. The
calculation formula of the node hash value is

δ =
ð
m

t=1

ffiffiffi
d2

p
⊗ b, (2)

where δ represents the hash value of the node, d represents the
node, m is the number of all nodes, and b represents the calculation
parameter of the hash value of the node.

Then, according to the relevance of the data access informa-
tion, the corresponding data hash value can be calculated, the
calculation formula is

η =

Ð
n
i=1

ffiffiffi
x2

p
⊗ θ

n2
, (3)

where λ represents the hash value of data access.
Finally, the storage location of the data can be configured

based on the hash value of the node and data access, and the
configuration result can be obtained from the following:

gðxÞ = Π
i=1,t=1

δ=λ � c, (4)

where c is the configuration parameter.
The performance of Re-ID tasks increases linearly with the

magnitude of training data. However, when training large-scale
pedestrian data and large neural networks, the situation of out of
memory is unavoidable. Moreover, for the large-scale datasets such
as video-based pedestrian datasets, training the network can even
take several days. Experimenters need to constantly try, adjust the
model, and change the results. This training speed is unacceptable.

Therefore, we need to use distributed training to improve the speed
of training.

B. DISTRIBUTED RE-ID MODEL

The performance of Re-ID tasks increases linearly with the mag-
nitude of training data. However, when training large-scale pedes-
trian data and large neural networks, the situation of out of memory
is unavoidable. Moreover, for the large-scale datasets such as
video-based pedestrian datasets, training the network can even
take several days.

Experimenters need to constantly try, adjust the model, and
change the results. This training speed is unacceptable. Therefore,
we need to use distributed training to improve the speed of training.
We first recognize two distributed training methods, model paral-
lelism and data parallelism, as shown in Fig. 3.

In model parallelism, different machines in a distributed
system are responsible for computing different parts of a single
network. In data parallelism, different machines have complete
copies of the model, each machine is just a different part of the data,
and the results of each machine are combined in some way.

Due to the strong nonlinearity of neural networks, the depen-
dence between parameters is much more serious than that of linear
models. It cannot be divided simply, and it is impossible to use a
technique like linear models to achieve efficient model parallelism
through a global intermediate variable. But things always have two
sides, and the hierarchical neural network also brings certain con-
venience to the model parallelism. The network level of Re-ID is

Fig. 3. Two types of distributed training modes.

Algorithm 1. Model parallel algorithm.

Input: the entire Re-ID network, pedestrian data set.

Output: parameters after training {a′}.

1: Divide the network into four layers L according the function.

2: for the each layer L do

3: Assign it to the nodes in the computer cluster, the parameters are
updated to {a}.

4: for the updated parameters a do

5: Transmit it to the next node

6: end for

7: end for
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deep. A natural and easy-to-implement model parallel method
is that the entire neural network is horizontally divided into K
parts, and each working node undertakes one or more layers of
computing tasks. The specific implementation algorithm is shown
in Alg. 1. We divide the network into layers according to functions.
The result of the division is shown in the figure: it is divided into a
random sampling layer of the video sequence, a ResNet50 back-
bone network with nonlocal attention modules, and feature pooling
layer. Besides, we divide the ResNet50 backbone network module
with the local attention module again, considering the number of
nodes of each layer, and balance the computation of each working
node as much as possible.

1) VIDEO-BASED RE-ID NETWORK FRAMEWORK. Given an
image sequence of any pedestrian, our goal is to use CNN to extract
the features of the image, and then perform video-based Re-ID in the
feature embedding space. The key to learning the representative
features of a sequence is to integrate video features into the features
themselves. Therefore, this paper introduces nonlocal attention
layers into CNN to explore the spatio-temporal dependence of video
sequences. The distributed network framework is shown in Fig. 4.

Restricted random sampling. Tobalance speed and accuracy,
we use restrictive random sampling [39] [40] to deal with long-
distance time structures.Given an input video,we divide it intoT parts
{Pt}t=[1,T] by equal duration. During training, we randomly sample an

Fig. 4. Re-ID network structure.
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image in each part. In the test, we used the first picture of each part.
The video is then represented by an ordered set of sample frames.

Nonlocal attention network. To embed video characteristics
into features, we introduced the nonlocal layer proposed by Wang
et al. [41] into the backboneCNN. The structure of the nonlocal layer
is shown in Fig. 4(a). The feature tensor X∈RC×T×H×W is obtained
from a series of T feature graphs of size C×T×H×W. We hope to
exchange information between all spatial positions and the features
of the frame. Let xi∈RC be sampled from X, then the corresponding
output yi∈RC for nonlocal operation can be defined as follows:

yi =
1P

∀j e
θðxiÞTϕðxjÞ

X
∀j

eθðxiÞTϕðxjÞgðxjÞ, (5)

where i, j=[1,THW] indexes the feature map and all frames. We first
use a linear transformation function θ,ϕ,g into a lower dimensional
embedding space RC′. Then, we calculate the corresponding of each
xi by weighting all xj using embedding Gaussian instantiation.
Equation (5) in the nonlocal layer is a self-attention mechanism.
By mapping Y to the transformationWZ (1×1×1 convolution) of the
original feature space RC, the entire nonlocal layer is finally defined
as Z =WZY + X, where the output of the nonlocal operation is added
to the original feature tensorX. The reason for this nonlocal operation
is that when extracting features at a specific location at a specific
time, the network should consider the temporal and spatial depen-
dencies within the sequence by focusing on the nonlocal environ-
ment. In our Re-ID network, we use five nonlocal layers embedded
in our backbone CNN network (ResNet-50) to understand the
semantic relations presented in the sequence.

Feature pooling layer. After the image sequence passes
through the backbone CNN and the nonlocal attention layer, we use
the feature pool layer to obtain the final features of Re-ID.We apply
3D Average Pooling (3DAP) along the space and time dimensions,
aggregate the output features of each image into a representative
vector, and then go through a batch normalization (BN) layer. We
train the network by jointly optimizing cross-entropy loss and soft-
margin batch-hard triplet loss. Optimizing the cross-entropy loss of
the final feature before BN while optimizing the triplet loss of the
feature will produce the best Re-ID performance.

The algorithm of the Re-ID network training process and
testing process are shown below:

The above is the division of the entire network, and the entire
operation process is serial. The latter nodes need to wait for the
previous nodes to perform operations before they can proceed.
However, the latter nodes do not prevent the previous nodes from
performing the next batch of training when they are performing
operations. Therefore, we can regard model parallelism as the work
of a pipeline, with each node performing its own duties.

IV. EXPERIMENT
We evaluate our approach on the current largest video-based
person Re-ID dataset MARS in terms of accuracy and training
time. We deployed the network according to the proposed distrib-
uted algorithm and compared the training time and number of
iterations with the centralized network. To prove that the distrib-
uted algorithm we proposed can set a larger batch size and consume
less time during training.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

1) DATASET. With a size of 6.3 G, MARS is one of the largest
video-based pedestrian data sets. The dataset has two folders called
bbox train and bbox test. In the bbox-train folder, there are 625
pedestrian IDs, a total of 8298 tracks, and a total of 509,914
pictures. In the bbox-test folder, there are 636 pedestrian IDs, a total
of 12,180 tracks, and a total of 681,089 pictures. MARS is a huge
dataset.

2) IMPLEMENTATION DETAIL. We conducted experiments in
single-GPUmode and multiGPU parallel mode, respectively. First,
put the baseline and nonlocal CNN networks on a single GPU for
training, respectively. When training the baseline on a single card,
the batch size is set to 2, 3, 4, and 6. The batch size of the nonlocal
CNN is set to 2 and 3. Because the nonlocal CNN model is too
large, it can only be at most 3. In the subsequent multi-GPU parallel
experiment, we took into account the reality and used three GPUs
and six GPUs for training. The model is divided into three or six

Algorithm 2. Model parallel algorithm.

Input: a sequence of images V

divide V in equal T chunks

2: Select training set and test set from T chunks through restricted random
sampling

for epoch←1, predetermined epoch do

4: Feature set←five layers ResNet50 (training set)

New feature set←five layers nonlocal & ResNet50(Feature set)

6: Feature vector←flatten (feature map)

Normalized feature vector←batch normalization (feature vector)

8: Triplet loss←triplet loss (feature vector, label)

Cross entropy loss←cross entropy loss (normalized feature
vector, label)

10: Total loss←triplet loss+ cross entropy loss

Backward (total loss)

Update parameters (optimizer)

end for

TABLE 1. Accuracy of ResNet50 in three training
modes.

One GPU Three GPUs Six GPUs

Batch
size R1 mAP

Batch
size R1 mAP

Batch
size R1 mAP

2 0.86 0.78 6 0.86 0.77 12 0.87 0.79

3 0.86 0.81 9 0.88 0.82 18 0.88 0.83

4 0.87 0.80 12 0.87 0.80 24 0.88 0.82

6 0.88 0.80 15 0.87 0.80 30 0.89 0.82

TABLE II. Accuracy of nonlocal CNN in three training
modes.

One GPU Three GPUs Six GPUs

Batch
size R1 mAP

Batch
size R1 mAP

Batch
size R1 mAP

2 0.86 0.78 12 0.87 0.79

3 0.86 0.81 9 0.88 0.82 18 0.89 0.83
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pieces and loaded into the GPU. Before each epoch, model
parameters are copied according to the number of GPUs used.
When each epoch runs, the batch size input each time is divided
into 3 or 6 equally and submitted to each GPU to run. The model on

each GPU will pass the learned parameters to the next node after
running, until all nodes are trained, and a new model is generated,
and the next epoch is ready to start. For each model on the GPU, the
batch size input each time is the set batch size/3 or batch size/6.

TABLE III. Time of ResNet50 in three training modes.

One GPU Three GPUs Six GPUs

Batch size Time Batch size Time Batch size Time

2 19,373 (5.4 h) 6 10,237 (2.8 h) 12 7688 (2.1 h)

3 18,740 (5.2 h) 9 8750 (2.4 h) 18 6656 (1.8 h)

4 18,675 (5.18 h 12 8929 (2.48 h) 24 6250 (1.7 h)

6 18,161 (5.0 h) 15 8091 (2.2 h) 30 5813 (1.6 h)

Fig. 5. Number of iterations in two training modes.

TABLE IV. Time of nonlocal CNN in three training modes.

One GPU Three GPUs Six GPUs

Batch size Time Batch size Time Batch size Time

2 40,768 (11.3 h) 12 18,046 (5.0 h)

3 39,218 (10.9 h) 9 16,310 (4.5 h) 18 10,813 (3.0 h)
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B. OVERALL PERFORMANCE AND COMPARISON
RESULTS

1) TRAINING TIME ANALYSIS. As shown in Tables I–IV, we
show the results of training time and accuracy of ResNet50 and
nonlocal CNN on single GPU and multi-GPU. When training the
baseline with a single GPU, batch size can only take values of 2, 3,
4, and 6. The batch size of nonlocal CNN can only be 2 and 3. If it is
too large, it will overflow. When using parallel-type training, batch
size can be larger. In terms of accuracy, the performance achieved
by distributed training and centralized training is the same, and
distributed training will be even higher. In terms of training time,
training on a single GPU takes a lot of time. However, after the
distributed deployment, the training time is reduced. It takes even
11 h to train nonlocal CNN on a single GPU, which is unaccept-
able. After the model is trained in parallel, it can be seen that the
training time is reduced by half.

2) ITERATION ANALYSIS. As shown in Fig. 5, for baseline or
nonlocal CNN iterative training, the number of iterations required
for training on a single GPU is usually higher than that for
distributed training. In other words, we train the network until
the optimal performance is reached. With distributed training, we
only need less epoch numbers.

V. CONCLUSION
Aiming at the problem that the pedestrian data set in the actual
environment is huge and difficult to store, and the deep training of
the network layer number consumes a lot of time. We have
proposed distributed storage and distributed training methods.
The data are divided into data blocks and replicated through a
redundancy mechanism, and then stored on different nodes. When
training the network, the parallel mode of the model is used to
greatly shorten the training time while ensuring accuracy.
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